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ERRATA

p. 17: “especially” should read “especially”
p. 56, 121, 382: “Rouiller” should read “Rouillier”
p. 72, end of first paragraph: “Semitt” should read “Schmitt”
p. 136, quote Raisin: “ignorant of the Torah” should read “ignorant of the sciences of the Torah”
p. 137, quote Raisin: “hearts of the Jews” should read “hearts of Jews”
p. 143, quote Pollack: “a god” should read “their God”
p. 168, quote Safran: “[always]” should read “all”
ibid.: “sees sweeping” should read “sees as sweeping”
ibid.: “all satirical” should read “all the satirical”
p. 211, line 15-14 from bottom: “opportuntiy” should read “opportunity”
p. 341, line 9 from bottom: “animals” should read “animals”
p. 370: “acquainting” should read “acquainting”
p. 373, end second paragraph: “successful” should read “successful”
p. 378, midpage: “successful” should read “successful”
p. 386, Aksakov: “Slavjanofil’stvo” should read “Slavianofil’stvo”
ibid. Antonovich: “proizkhozhdenia” should read “proizkhozhdeniya”
p. 387 Ben-Ami (1884a): “Literaturnaja” should read “Literaturnaia”